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It is a prevalent assumption among anthropologists and historians that old men enjoy authority and respect in traditional, pre-industrial societies. This supposition goes for European culture as well – at least as long as the patriarchal family dominated European society. In the view of most historians, patriarchy held sway until the youth revolt of the 1960’s. 
	Recently women’s historians have questioned this assumption. They argue that senior women have been able to command respect as well. They demonstrate how women gained influence in their communities after they had raised their children. There were ample opportunities for women to manifest themselves as religious leaders and heads of families during the Middle Ages. Their research indicates that these opportunities dwindled from the sixteenth century onwards. From this they infer that elderly women ceased to be held in esteem from the early modern period onwards.​[1]​
	Is the above train of thought correct? Of course, qualities of old age – just as wisdom – may well have been ascribed to both sexes. But has this ceased at the dawn of modernity? And can such change of perception be argued on the occurrence of activities in the public sphere? Should this question not be answered on basis of sources relevant to the development of sexual identities? In this contribution I will try to do so. I will show that senior women were attributed maturity and wisdom throughout the early modern era, even though they were denied access to public life. And I will argue that this did not change until the development of modern sexual identities, due to the Enlightenment and early Romanticism. 
	The argument will be based upon Dutch conduct literature for men and women of the early modern and modern period. This genre has been developed from the early days of the printing press. The first were written by clergymen, probably as an extension of their pastoral duties.​[2]​ In the early Dutch Republic most advice books presented Protestant teachings on marriage and were destined for married couples. During the seventeenth century five of these so-called marriage manuals appeared: three Dutch manuscripts and two translations. All were stamped by the religious beliefs of their authors; only Jacob Cats presented a secular view of the world, discussing the family as a social institution. His Houwelick [Marriage] presented the advice by describing the lives of male and female personages as examples to follow. In these fictitious biographies the different phases of life were distinguished carefully. Because of these aspects this book suits our purpose. Near the end of the eighteenth century advice literature became more popular, due to the pedagogical concerns of the Enlightenment. New types of conduct books were developed – such as guides for women. And novel ways of presenting guidelines were explored – presumably to improve upon the didactics. In the Republic most of these books offered variations on the marriage manual. Seven new manuals were written and four others were translated. All authors experimented with narrative devices to bridge the gap between rules and reality. One author wrote two versions of his manual, one for males and one for females. Loosjes described the walk through life of a fictitious man and a fictional woman. He paid as much attention to old age as to adulthood. Because of this presentation these “Lives” lend themselves for a comparison to Cats’s manual.    




The most influential author of edifying literature of the early seventeenth century was Jacob Cats. His writings focused on the nuclear family in civic society. They advocated a disciplined and frugal lifestyle.​[4]​ His work was adopted by the burgerij, who needed a new identity to underline its position as the dominant social group.​[5]​ By putting its somewhat solemn views into rather enjoyable verse, Cats contributed to the formation of the first bourgeois society. 
	Cats most widely read book is Houwelick (1625). It provides advice on the choice of partner, the conjugal relationship, and the management of the household.​[6]​ In comparison to the other advice books, it shows more means of style: the text is in rhyme, several literary forms come to the fore, and some beautifully executed emblemata adorn the publication. Its literary quality contributed to its popularity: in the first three decades after publication it sold fifty thousand copies. 
	In this manual the new bourgeois ideology on marriage comes to the fore. This already shows in the full title of the book, which refers to women as ‘virgins, fiancées, brides, wives, mothers, widows’. The advice is woven into a fictitious biography of a woman and her male counterparts – first the father, then the suitor, followed by the husband and father of her children. So, the advice is destined for women rather than for couples. In the history of the genre, this is highly unusual. Moreover, most guidelines are directed at the female readership. These are instructed to try and please the men in their lives. Most guidelines take the hierarchical relationship between father and daughter, and husband and wife well beyond the mere obedience as required by Protestant teachings.​[7]​ Clearly, this book advocates a new view of femininity.
	The voluminous manual has four parts, and every part is dedicated to a specific phase of life. Cats distinguishes youth, marriage, parenthood and old age. The last part consists of two sections: the first discusses the senior woman and her husband, the second one describes widowhood. Of every stadium the distinctive tasks and responsibilities are discussed. At each stage the obligations of the woman are listed separately from those of the man. A neat division of tasks between husband and wife is maintained throughout the book. In organising the advice in this way, Cats prioritises age over sex.

Advice to the old couple

To open the discussion on seniority Cats has written a lovely eulogy of three pages.​[8]​ He points to peace of mind resulting from the waning of the sexual drive. With tranquillity come wisdom and virtue, and a new perception of the world. He promises elderly readers a special kind of love: at this stage of their lives couples can enjoy the pleasures of mutual loyalty. Constancy strengthens the conjugal relationship far more than the sweet talk of love of youth. Clearly, Cats stresses the advantages of seniority – perhaps to counter the bleak prospect of illness and death.
	This eulogy is clearly destined for both sexes. Throughout the verse Cats hardly ever addresses women. They are singled out somewhere in the middle, when Cats admonishes them to become sisters to their husbands rather than wives. This advice is consistent with his perception of sexuality at old age. And at the very end Cats presents an emblem depicting a snake shedding its skin. At the end of the verse he admonishes females to follow its example and part with their old ways. Such remarks are few and far between in comparison to the rest of the manual.
	After praising the blessings of old age Cats discusses more urbane themes. He admonishes old couples to prepare for their demise. As always, his guidelines for men differ from those for women. The advice to the husband is of a practical sort: he has to make a will in which he divides the estate between the wife and the children. That to the wife shows a different tendency: she has to concentrate on her spiritual well being in order to prepare for the afterlife. As part of these preparations she may engage in charity among the poor. 
	The author assumes the couple has continued its married life rather than waste words on this topic. Husband and wife are supposed to follow the guidelines for married couples, which are laid down in part two.​[9]​ The male has only one responsibility: to govern the household. To convey the message Cats creates an analogy with the ruling of a kingdom, depicting the husband as a mighty king, exercising a formidable power.​[10]​ The obligations of the female are many and pertain to the kitchen and the cooking, the linen and the washing, and the management of the maids. Occupations in the public sphere are left unmentioned; even charity is not discussed. As long as there are children living at home, she has to focus on her own home. At the end of this section husband and wife are exhorted to respect the above division of tasks.
	To communicate the new vision on marriage Cats pays ample attention to the conjugal relationship. These verses are exclusively directed towards the wife. She has to handle her husband with care in order to establish a harmonious relationship. In order to succeed she has to acquaint herself with his moods, act tactfully and never provoke anger. Time and again Cats urges her to make way for her spouse. He even admonishes the wife to efface herself to the point where she loses her own identity.​[11]​
	It has become evident that Cats advocated the bourgeois type of marriage. The man’s responsibilities lie in the public sphere. He has to govern the household and make sure the family lives by the rules. A woman’s place is in the home. This goes for the mature woman as well. The most important guideline for the elderly woman underlines this: she ought to focus on the afterlife. With this advice Cats says with so many words her future lies in heaven rather than in the world. 

Presentation of the guidelines

Throughout the manual Cats uses two distinctive means of style: the first is the analogy between age and occupation. He associates each phase of life with a specific activity. By making this connection he ascribes a meaning to each stadium. Examples can be found throughout the book, in the text as well as in the illustrations. In the description of the newlywed couple he focuses on the responsibilities of marriage. And in his passage on the senior couple he concentrates on death. The illustrations show similar analogies. The best examples can be found in the pictures adorning the title page. These are arranged as a garland around the title, starting at the bottom on the left and forming an almost complete circle. Most drawings show a couple engaged in some activity. Thus the newlyweds are making a stroll. The woman is looking to her husband, while he is pointing the way. And the old couple is depicted while she is lamenting, because he is dying. 
	In his writing Cats does not only create analogies between a phase of life and an occupation, he also makes parallels between age and nature. The text abounds in references to the seasons. The four parts of the book draw their title from a season. The part on the newlyweds is entitled ‘Summer’, whereas that on old age is named ‘Winter’. The pictures on the title page show similar similes. All portray the couple next to a tree: the newlyweds are walking past a fully grown tree embraced by a vine full of ripe grapes. The old couple is shown next to a very large tree, the leaves being blown away by a fierce wind.
	A variation on the theme is offered by the analogies between the cycle of life and growing and dying in nature. At some point in the text growing old is compared to the ripening of green bark.​[12]​ In another instant old age is compared to the dry leaf of a withered rose.​[13]​ The best examples are to be found in the drawings of the frontispiece. In every picture ageing is associated with growth: children are depicted with a very young shoot, while adults are shown in the shadow of fully grown trees. In the picture of old age a clear reference to decay comes to the fore: the old man is dying, while dead leaves are being blown from the tree. The last picture on the page shows an elaborately carved sarcophagus, a felled tree with bare branches beside it. The string of similes between life and nature has made its full circle. 




When reading the section on the senior couple we come across familiar elements in the narrative: the advice focuses on the most prominent act of elderly persons – dying. The text abounds in references towards decay and death in nature. And the emblematic picture on the opening page shows an old couple under a large, bare tree, in a wintry landscape. In this respect, the section on old age does not differ from the rest of the manual. 
	Other, different references come to the fore as well. These stand out, because they echo the qualities attributed to old age. In the eulogy, for instance, this phase is presented as edifying. It is named a ‘school of morality’ and ‘haven of virtue’.​[14]​ In the depiction of the metaphor of the ‘gray King’, his strength of mind is mentioned time an again.​[15]​ Many of these references pertain to seniority as such. Some, however, refer specifically to women. The first example shows in the title of part four. Cats refers to the elderly woman as the ‘bedaeghde huys-moeder’. The choice of the word – in modern spelling – ‘bedaagd’ is surprising: this word can be distinguished from its synonym ‘bejaard’ because of its slightly different connotations. ‘Bedaagd’ stands for calmness, thoughtfulness, and old age, whereas ‘bejaard’ merely means old.​[16]​ With this choice, Cats is portraying the woman as thoughtful as well as old. The second surprise is in the application of the word: it appears in the title of part four and is used as header throughout the first section of this part as well. The heading has a very important function: it points to the purport of the text. Because of this, the word ‘bedaeghd’ may be interpreted as announcing the message. In this train of thought, the calm, thoughtful, elderly woman is presented as an example to follow.    
	Another interesting example can be found later in the same section, where the woman is encouraged to concentrate on her spiritual well being. The text is embellished with an emblem showing a snake which is shedding its skin. In the accompanying verse, Cats praises the snake’s ability to change: 

And do in this case, as the wise snake;
There is no better advice when you wear out on the outside,
Than to take care of how you are on the inside.​[17]​
 
The word that draws our attention is ‘wise’. Because it sheds its skin, the snake is called ‘wise’. If the woman follows its example and abandons her previous lifestyle, she is acting wisely as well. Cats is clearly implying that by concentrating on her inner being, the elderly woman acquires wisdom. 
	From these examples can be inferred that Cats holds the view that seniority implies strength of mind. This goes for both sexes. But he specifically admonishes women to aspire to wisdom. With his reference to thoughtfulness in the title of part four, he sets the standard. By naming woman’s obligation to prepare for heaven ‘wise’, he even urges them to develop her spirituality. In Cats’s mentalité old age engenders wisdom, and women ought to benefit from this as well as men.   

The modern edifying “Lives”  

As representative as Cats was for early seventeenth century Dutch culture, the author and publisher Adriaan Loosjes was for the early nineteenth. Like Cats he was a typical Dutch burger: disciplined, religiously inspired and concerned about the many political and social problems afflicting Dutch society.​[18]​ Together with likeminded liberals he sought to further prosperity by disciplining family life. By revitalising society they hoped to revive the times of Jacob Cats – the Dutch Golden Age. 
	Loosjes’s writing was part of a trend: conduct books flooded the Dutch market from the turn of the century onwards. His books stood out because of his gracious elaboration on the traditional formats. He presents the advice by telling friendly stories of fictional men and women, rather than listing guidelines. His lenient, at times humorous tone does not obscure the message: the personages who live by the prescribed rules are happy and wealthy, while the others are confronted with ill fortune and death. This causality between rules and rewards is illustrative of the changes in late eighteenth century culture, which Foucault has pointed out so eloquently.​[19]​ 
	His work shows traces of the debate on gender which started during the Enlightenment and continued during the Romantic era. This discussion had been prompted by demands of women for sexual equality during the second half of the eighteenth century. In the ensuing exchange of views the sexes became perceived as equal but different. This debate inspired Loosjes to write a guide for men, De man in de vier tijdperken zijns levens (1809) [The man in the four phases of his life] and a similar one for females, De vrouw in de vier tijdperken haars levens (1809) [The women in the four phases of her life].​[20]​ In these books he discusses the familiar topics of the marriage manual. At the same time he addresses his male and female readers in very divergent ways. For example, newlywed men are pointed to their duties as heads of families, while newlywed women are reminded of the relational aspects of the household. Consequently, he instructs men to perceive their responsibilities in terms of work, while he teaches women to view theirs in terms of relationships.​[21]​ This work can be considered illustrative of the next phase of bourgeois culture: whereas the early modern Houwelick taught women dependency and self-effacement, the early nineteenth century “Lives” portray the sexes as having different, but complementary natures.​[22]​
	Instead of a formal conduct book this author presents fictitious biographies of a male and a female. Both stories are organised according to the phases of life. Loosjes distinguishes four: youth, adolescence, adulthood and old age. In presenting the advice in this way, Loosjes clearly prioritises sex over age.  

Advising men and women

The bourgeois lifestyle as advocated by Loosjes has hardly evolved since the seventeenth century. The advice still focuses on the functioning of the nuclear family as a social institution. And the actual rules of conduct stress the importance of discipline, a harmonious conjugal relationship and a strong sense of responsibility.
	The guide for men depicts a virtuous senior, Felix.​[23]​ This personage is widowed, and living on his own. He is in good health, even though he is ninety years old. He has himself to thank for this good fortune: he has kept to his daily routine of rising early and exercising daily. No longer able to contribute to society at large he looks after his family, especially after his grandchildren. As a matter of course he prepares for his demise by making a will. 
	Throughout this guide Loosjes points to the many responsibilities of the male. A man is first and foremost ambitious.​[24]​ This feature makes him aspire towards a prominent position in society. But this quality also guarantees quality in work – whatever the tasks at hand, whatever the formal occupation. He marries, being conscious of the fact that marriage furthers prosperity in society at large. He views the household as a commonwealth governed by the married couple. To establish a harmonious relationship with his wife he concentrates on his own responsibilities and does not interfere with hers. 
	The guide for the women tells the story of an anonymous woman and her relationships. When her son and daughter have left the nest, she realises she has reached old age.​[25]​ Looking forward to the joys of grand-motherhood, she advises her daughter and assists her during the pregnancies. Though fond of her grandchildren, she takes care not to spoil them. At the same time she tries to be a good spouse: she organises the household so that her husband will not run into problems after her demise. She spends most of her days with her family, but takes time to visit her female friends and do charity among the poor. 
	This guide points to the relatives and friends of the female, and the ensuing obligations. The adult woman is first and foremost a wife and a mother. She tries to create a haven for her husband, her friend and guide through life. At the same time, she remains a daughter. When she needs advice, she turns to her mother rather than bothering her husband with domestic concerns. 

Presenting guidelines to men     

The guide for men shows the same stylistic devices as Cats has used throughout his marriage manual. Loosjes also creates analogies between the phases of life and occupations. He even uses these in the same way, namely to attribute meaning to each stage. Examples abound – in the text as well as in the illustrations. As we have seen, his discussion of seniority centres on the future demise, just as his description of adulthood focuses on the pater familias. And the illustrations on the frontispiece also show the male in a defining activity: the old man is sitting at a table, looking ahead. He has a sceptre in his left hand, while his right hand is resting on a globe. The adult is sitting at a desk, bent over paperwork. So, the man is shown performing the defining act of his age: the first is contemplating the world, while the latter is busy providing for his family.  
	Furthermore, both authors create analogies between the phases of life and nature. Once again, the best examples can be found in the pictures of the title page. These show similes between age and trees: next to the old man’s table is a large, bare stem. The middle aged man is placed in a room next to a bookcase and a large chest. Behind this homely scene is a large tree, bearing fruit. The phases of life are associated with the seasons – in the reference to the fruit – , as well as with the cycle of life – showing in the reference to the dying trunk.  
	Similarities also come to the fore in the discussion of seniority. Loosjes refers not only to nature but also to strength of mind. Already in the opening paragraph he speaks of ‘de bedaagde man’.​[26]​ In the early nineteenth century the word ‘bedaagd’ carried the same connotations of calmness and thoughtfulness as in the early seventeenth century.​[27]​ In this way seniority is represented as considerate and thoughtful. Further on in the text, the wisdom of the senior Felix is a recurrent theme. When Felix accidentally runs into his friend Alcestes, he is immediately asked for advice. Later in the text, Felix is lecturing his children and grandchildren on a happy and healthy lifestyle. This characteristic is also stressed in the drawing on the title page, which shows the old man looking into the world, his hand holding the traditional symbol of power. This is the sceptre of experience – so the author says at the very end of the book.​[28]​ From these examples can be inferred that Loosjes sees the senior male as empowered by experience. 




The guide for women is written in a very different style. Rather than emphasising the distinctions between phases of life by using analogies between age and occupation, Loosjes tries to erase these. He does so in a subtle but sure way. He presents a fictional biography of an anonymous woman. In his tale he focuses on relationships rather than on responsibilities. The most discussed is the bond with the mother. The fictitious female is turning towards her mother with every alteration in her life. This happens time and again during the first three parts of the book. In part four, her children have left the parental home. Then the tables are turned: now her daughter is asking her for guidance. Loosjes is using the narrative device of repetition. By repeating the advice he suggests the roles have changed, but the pattern of behaviour has remained the same. In this circuitous way the distinctions between the phases of the woman’s life are erased.  
	The author uses the same narrative device to create the impression that a mature woman not merely behaves but also feels as a younger woman would. For example, when our character becomes a newlywed wife, he stresses how difficult it is for her to leave her mother. Later in the story, when her own daughter has just left the nest, he describes the pain of separation again – this time from the mother’s point of view. The repetitive description of the same emotion suggests duplication in the woman’s life. 
	At some instances Loosjes takes the repetition in emotions one step further: he creates identifications between women over generations. For instance, in his description of the personage’s response to her daughter’s forthcoming wedding:

She forgot her years, in the arranging of the marriage of her daughter, and imagined with more clarity the days of her wedding. Yes, it was as if she was sharing the caresses of the Groom, because she saw in her daughter the portrait of her face, as in a rejuvenating mirror.​[29]​

He makes the mother identify with her daughter: through the use of the miraculously rejuvenating mirror, she becomes her daughter. He suggests in this indirect way that the middle-aged woman is identical to the young adult woman. 
	A second example can be found in the next paragraph, when the central figure becomes a grandmother. Shortly after the birth, she takes the granddaughter in her arms: 

and she receives the little girl, carried by her daughter under her heart, in her lap, as first shelter on earth.​[30]​

The identification is realised by the use of the word ‘lap’ – the original text gives the word ‘schoot’. This Dutch word has two meanings: it signifies ‘womb’ as well as ‘lap’. When our grandmother is holding the baby, the lap is described as the ‘the first shelter’. But the first shelter of a baby is, of course, the womb of its mother. Thus, by using the word ‘schoot’ the lap of the grandmother is mentioned – at the level of the text. And at the same time this word refers to the womb of the mother – at the level of reality. Once again, Loosjes creates the identification between our character and her daughter. This time, he does so to suggest that the senior woman is not different from the middle-aged one.
	Besides stressing repetition in the life of the female, Loosjes also uses another device to create difference. He creates analogies between the phases of life and symbols. This comes to the fore in the illustrations on the frontispiece: the woman is portrayed with symbolic objects. For instance, the senior woman is leaning against a large anchor – a symbol of hope.​[31]​ In her left hand is a large ring in the shape of a snake biting its own tail – the traditional symbol of eternity. The middle aged woman is holding an hourglass in her left hand. Her right hand is resting on a very large volume – in the text referred to as the book of experience.​[32]​ Furthermore, the woman is pictured in the sky, whereas the man is depicted with both feet firmly on the ground, engaged in practical and often responsible occupations. So, the woman is represented first and foremost as different from the man.
	Moreover, the symbols chosen to convey the cycle of life are not easy to interpret. What to make of the image of the middle aged woman, for instance. Why is she pictured with an hourglass? How is being a wife and a mother connected to the transience of time? The book of experience prompts similar questions, because references to experience are usually reserved for representations of seniority. So, why does the book of experience appear in this drawing of the middle-aged? And why does the reference to experience come in the shape of a book instead of a sceptre – as in the guide for men? After all, the sceptre of experience is easy to interpret: it signifies the power of experience. In comparison, the book merely induces more questions: is the woman supposed to write the book? Or is she to read and learn from it? These questions cannot be easily answered. This is precisely the point: the use of the symbols frustrates any straightforward identification of the phases of the woman’s life. 
	Having read the above signs, the representation of the senior woman does not come as a surprise. In the text no reference to nature can be found. The same goes for allusions to experience or wisdom. To give an example: the last part of the book is entitled ‘De bejaarde vrouw’, ‘The old woman’. As explained earlier, ‘bejaard’ means old; it has no other connotations. The picture on the title page illustrates this: it shows an old woman resting against the anchor of hope.​[33]​ In her left hand she is holding the symbol of eternity. These symbols signify the hope of acquiring eternal life – as Loosjes explains at the very end of his guide.​[34]​ Surveying the references, it becomes evident that Loosjes associates the elderly woman with approaching death - and with nothing else.




Were senior women no longer held in esteem from the sixteenth century onwards? Can this be inferred from the lack of opportunities to manifest themselves in the public sphere? Dutch conduct literature suggests otherwise. 
	The seventeenth century author Cats held the view that the woman’s place is in the home. His female personage was engaged as a wife and a mother. As soon as she reached the final stage of life, she set her mind on the afterlife. Her whole life, she refrained from any activity in public life. This perception of the female is illustrative of the new bourgeois ideology on marriage. At the same time, Cats supposes seniority engenders strength of mind. This goes for women as well as men. He even admonishes elderly women to develop serenity and thoughtfulness. In sum, Cats considers senior women capable of becoming wise.
	The nineteenth century writer and publisher Loosjes holds a different view. For him, the sexes are different. The male goes from one phase of life to the next, taking on one responsibility after the other. Going through the cycle of life, he grows in experience. At the end of his life, he is empowered by wisdom. The female, however, goes through the similar events throughout her life. This repetition of acts and emotions renders the phases of life meaningless. The cycle of life does not change the woman. The woman remains ‘just’ a woman. 
	From this analysis becomes evident that senior women were attributed the wisdom of old age during the early modern period. This ceased when they were ascribed a new sexual identity from the turn of the eighteenth century. 
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